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President’s Commentary

Keeping the Momentum of Rally Day
always opportunities for you to come back
to Austin to testify on behalf of, or against,
different bills that will impact our industry.
It is important to recognize those
members who have gone to the Capitol
over the course of the session outside of
Rally Day to testify on our behalf. Testifying
at the Capitol for our industry is a very
important contribution someone can
make on behalf of all of us. If a member
ever wants to testify, I always tell them

Robert Wood

F

they should have significant experience
with whatever issue we are dealing with

irst, I would like to personally thank the

and have good relationships with their

800 plus attendees who showed up and

representative or senator. It’s not as easy

th

participated in Rally Day on March 20 .

as walking into the Capitol, but anyone

With your participation, we reached

who puts in the greater effort deserves the

all of the Senate and House members in

whole association’s immense gratitude.

2019 TAB Senior Officers
President
Robert Wood, Custom Homes by Robert Wood
Lubbock, Texas
First Vice President
Randy Bowling, Tropicana Homes
El Paso, Texas
Vice President/Secretary
Michael Biggerstaff, Biggerstaff Homes, Inc.
San Angelo, Texas
Treasurer
Brett Martin, Tilson Home Corporation
Houston, Texas
Immediate Past President
Justin MacDonald, MacDonald Companies, Inc.
Kerrville, Texas

easy introductory conversation about his
grandkids. Once we were all at ease, we

the Capitol, which is a mind-blowing feat
and proves how widespread of a reach we

Personally, I have never testified in Austin,

then launched into the main issues we

have when we all get together. I’d like to

but I have gone to meet with senators and

were there to talk with him about. It’s good

give a shout-out to Houston who brought

representatives to talk with them about

for members of our industry to meet with

the most members at 167, and Big Country

bills that affect our industry. Through

as many of our political leaders as possible

who brought the biggest percentage of their

Rally Day and my participation within

to make sure they know to support the

membership to Austin. There were many new

our association, I’ve been able to gain a

housing industry and see the implications

faces in the crowd and we hope to see those

rapport with them and can have those

of the bills and the impact they have on

faces again in the future.

meaningful conversations for our industry.

housing and affordability.

I have gone to the governor’s offices on a
Every single one of you made an incredible

few occasions to meet with him on certain

There are several bills we are watching from

statement to the people on Capitol Hill.

bills along with other groups to let him

the wings to determine how we need to

There were numerous conversations with

hear our take on a bill or to listen to him

act and react to them, and we will keep

leaders even before the event on how

explain his stance.

you in the loop on those. Again, I want to
extend my heartfelt thanks to everyone who

powerful of a statement it is to see 800
plus builders show up. We are consistently

It is actually surprisingly more pleasant than

participated in Rally Day. I’m already looking

one of the largest and most organized

people think to talk to your politicians and

forward to the next one and hope to see you

groups according to staffers at the Capitol.

is a really enlightening experience overall.

all at the other upcoming TAB events.

You have to keep in mind that they are in

6

I hope your time during Rally Day inspires

an elected position and you are speaking

Robert Wood is the volunteer president of the

you to become a more involved member

to their “political side,” but they’ll sit and

Texas Association of Builders. He is also the

of your local chapter. Your participation on

have a regular conversation with you. Just

president and CEO of Custom Homes by

boards, volunteer groups, and within local

recently I had the opportunity to meet

Robert Wood in Lubbock, Texas.

politics is just as important to keep the

with Senator Lucio about a few issues. He

momentum moving forward. There are

was very glad to meet with us and led an

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019

Executive Director’s Message

In the Home Stretch
our grassroots efforts through VoterVoice,

I want to remind you that registration for the

and/or came to Austin for Rally Day. All of

2019 Sunbelt Builders Show™ is open, and

these efforts are important to TAB’s suc-

that you can make your reservations at the

cess during the 140-day session. I also

Gaylord Texan, located in Grapevine, Texas. To

want to thank our Government Relations

register and to access our discounted room

Committee Chair Susan Wright for her lead-

block, visit www.SunbeltBuildersShow.com.

ership. With a little over four weeks left in

The Show and Conference will be held from

the 86th Texas Legislative Session, there

Tuesday, August 6 through Friday, August

is still much work to do. We will continue

9. You can find complete information on all

to keep you updated weekly through our

that the Show has to offer – social events, the

e-newsletter, Legislative Line, and through

trade show, live demonstrations, education

VoterVoice calls to action.

and TAB’s meetings – on the website. The

M. Scott Norman, Jr.

I

Co-Chairs Erin Wright and Tiffany Acree, with

Rally Day, TAB conducted association

the assistance of the TAB staff have designed

n the two months since the last edition

business in a jam-packed committee

a great event that you will not want to miss.

of Texas Builder Magazine landed in your

schedule. As always, our committee

mailbox, volunteer members and the

members were engaged and committed

I hope that you have a great summer,

staff of the Texas Association of Build-

to ensuring that our association is well-

that the Texas Legislature concludes its

ers have spent hundreds of hours meeting

governed and that your TAB staff is well-

business on Memorial Day so that a special

with the Governor, Lt. Governor, Speaker

prepared to complete the day-to-day

session will not be necessary, and that you

of the House, and our State Senators and

work to which we are assigned. Thanks to

join us at Sunbelt in August. Thank you for

Representatives. Many of these meetings

everyone who stayed for the committee

your membership in the Texas Association

have been one-on-one, and during the

and board meetings – this is your

of Builders and, as always, please don’t

committee process, TAB members and your

association, and it is so important that we

hesitate to contact the TAB staff if there is

government relations team have offered

have your input so that we can continue

anything we can do to provide you with a

expert testimony on the myriad of issues

to provide you with the best information

great membership experience.

relevant to the homebuilding and land

and services available.

development industry in Texas.
On March 20th, it was a thrill to see 800
plus members and guests of the Texas
Association of Builders descend upon the
State Capitol to deliver our pro-housing
agenda to our elected officials. By bringing
a unified message – and hard hats – to
our senators and representatives, it was
our biennial opportunity to collectively
educate them on our industry, and to
impress upon them the economic impact
that we have on the Lone Star State.
I want to thank everyone who has testified before a committee, participated in

8

Sunbelt Builders Show™ Committee, led by
In the two days immediately following

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019

Goodnight, Austin.
K e e p i n g A u s t i n V i b r a n t, W e i r d a n d A f f o r a b l e
Brianna Johnson

I
10

n a city with such a legendary night-

Rest assured, the 1.5 million Mexican free-

ingenuity of Texas. Benchmark Land Devel-

life—a playful combination of bats and

tailed bats that make their grand appearance

opment answered that call. The project has

live-music venues—it is vital to have

every night from March to October as they

experienced a “little explosion this year” as

a peaceful place to lay your head and

swoop out from under the Congress Avenue

it has accurately predicted Austin’s housing

recuperate. Not only is Goodnight Ranch a

Bridge are not residents of the Goodnight

needs with the welcome addition of lush,

good place for some shut-eye, the property

Ranch, but like the history of the land itself,

blanketing green space and narrow tree-

has been in the Goodnight family since

they are an inseparable and important part

lined streets in place of the broad avenues

1960 and was used as actual ranch land

of Austin. The Goodnight family wished their

and panicked traffic of so many other cities.

by the descendants of Charles Goodnight,

particular patch of south Austin land could

the cattle baron known as the "father of

become something that was not “cookie-cut-

Myra Goepp, vice president of Benchmark

the Texas Panhandle."

ter” in any way, but a development that

Land Development, says that they encour-

embodies the “weird” of Austin and the

age their builders to incorporate a variety

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019

of finishes and a kaleidoscope of colors to

as well as to reinvigorate the under-used

Urbanism which is marked not only by eco-

ensure that "when you are in this commu-

and under-funded 550-acre Onion Creek

friendly, energy efficient building practices

nity, you don't feel like it's a sea of brown,"

Metropolitan Park, located near the land-

and walkable public green space, but by

which is typical of newly built neighbor-

mark McKinney Falls State Park. TBG has

a purposeful sense of place-making and

hoods. The aesthetic inspiration of this

been utilized as the Goodnight park planner,

building roots to community. Austin has

project defines Austin-eclectic and refuses

and as they describe themselves, they are

long touted a reputation for possessing a

to end up an "anywhere USA" city. A total

the “scientists—artists—designers—futur-

captivating sense of place and Benchmark

of 700 acres was developed in tandem with

ists—composers” of the landscape. Good-

was anxious to preserve the culture and

the city and state to create a new breed of

night Ranch will certainly be a symphony of

spectacle of the city.

Planned Unit Development (PUD) that was

green as parkland and inviting residences

otherwise nonexistent in Austin. The mission

will interweave with the city and its ideals.

The project has proven to be a labor of love

was to create a vibrant urban community

Benchmark espouses a philosophy of New

that began with the PUD regulatory

TexasBuilders.org
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Feature

“Reasonably priced
housing doesn’t mean
that it’s just stripped
and bare of anything.
It can have great
schools, outdoor space,
all of those things.”

school known for exemplary performance,

and unheard of in Austin before Goodnight

a diverse student population and an excep-

Ranch in the form of single-family detached

tional principal, Leti Pena, described by Myra

rental properties known as Urbana East. These

as, “One of those people [who] just rises

rental homes are only eight miles from down-

above.” The ISD is breaking ground on a four-

town on a private street and each home has

acre middle school site adjacent to Blazier

its own personal space with a small backyard.

Elementary this year and has purchased the

The notion of new construction available as

site for a future high school all within a three-

rental property in the form of a single-family

mile loop. Goodnight Ranch has what every

home is just the sort of forward-thinking

future or existing Austin resident is searching

genius that sets Goodnight Ranch apart. As

for: price-point, variation, educational oppor-

Urbana describes, “The project combines

process in 2004 and was approved in 2006.

tunities, parkland and, furthermore, an Austin

the quality building and pride of a new

"Two years later, like it just came out of an

with a heart and soul and longevity.

home with the flexibility and affordability of
an apartment.”

elephant," jokes Myra. She says she is most

12

proud of Team Goodnight: the consultants,

Homes by AVI is bringing hip, modern duplex

the builders, the collaboration with the city

construction to the community as well as

Empire Homes (which recently acquired

and the State of Texas to figure out this “giant

contemporary townhomes at an affordable

Centerra) is developing single-family homes

puzzle.” Goodnight Ranch, like its namesake,

price point, from the $250,000 range. LDG

with the “Austin-roots movement” in mind

has survived many a storm, including the

Development broke ground this year on a

and M/I Homes is building larger homes in

recession which halted the development

project called the Goodnight Commons with

a variety of hill country, bungalow, and con-

for several years. The 700-acre gardenscape

affordable housing options for those whose

temporary styles for families that quickly out-

is shaped like a Texas-sized diamond, and it

income is 60 percent of the area median.

grow their starter homes. The average price

has proven itself to be a true “diamond-in-the-

There is nothing "common," however, about

of a single-family home in Austin is currently

rough,” refusing to be crushed. The involve-

this exciting opportunity for Austin residents.

around $320,000 with a more affordable

ment of the local independent school district

Available to all residents are Goodnight's full

range solidly dispersed out into the suburbs.

in 2014 seeking a future site for a middle

amenities centers which include a clubhouse,

The cost of a single-family home within

school helped kick-start the Goodnight

pool and library. The Commons are projected

Goodnight Ranch is $280,000 – $285,000,

project once more. Neighboring Blazier

to see their first tenants in June or July of this

just eight miles from downtown providing

Elementary is an existing six STAAR-rated

year. Urbana is bringing something unique

real options and accessibility to living in

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019
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BENCHMARK's Vendor PARTNERS
• BGE

Austin. Benchmark has worked seamlessly

Park and constituting the charming north-

with the “Imagine Austin” master plan of the

ern border of Goodnight Ranch.

• A&A Cleaning Services
• Aber Fence and Supply
• Advanced Concrete Surfaces
• Advanced Flooring & Design Division of ISI, LLC

city to be “vibrant, livable [and] connected.”
Team Goodnight of Benchmark Land Devel-

• Alba Cabeling, Inc
• Associated Rock Concepts, Inc

That brings us to The Nightingale. Merging

opment and its partnering builders remain

seamlessly with the “Goodnight” theme,

cognizant at every point in the process of

DMA Companies is creating this mixed-in-

developing this community to avoid that

come senior living development. The devel-

formulaic approach of building without

• D-7 Roofing

opment offers the epitome of southern

heart. Goodnight Ranch is a pulse-point for

• Darby Doors - Material Supplier

hospitality in a mix of single-story cottages

Austin, built with heart and not just built for

• Garland Insulating

with a classic southern living staple—a back

the sake of need, but so Austin can live and

• GE

porch—as well as a three-story apartment

grow and residents can plant sturdy roots

complex providing flexibility for tenants

within the city. “Reasonably priced housing

and ample accommodation of the needs

doesn’t mean that it’s just stripped and bare

of its community’s seniors. The surrounding

of anything,” says Myra. “It can have great

• Meierhofer Electric, LLC

landscape of The Nightingale includes a

schools, outdoor space, all of those things.”

• Merval Const. Company, LLC

lake and easily accessible and walkable trail

She describes a truly sustainable community,

• Millennium Pools of Austin

systems linking Onion Creek Metropolitan

not just a hasty build-up of starter homes

• MLD Services

which are restricted to time and a natural
generational cycle. Goodnight Ranch is
set to be a long-term growing community

• Barrera Carpentry
• C&Z Enterprises, LLC
• Central Texas Lath & Plaster

• Gibson Plumbing Company, LLC
• Jimmy Evans Co.
• Master Woodcraft Cabinetry
• MaXcom Securities, Inc

• Pizzitola Guttering Company, Inc.
• Ply Gem Industries, Inc
• Ranger Fire, Inc.
• Rankin Construction National

merging organically with the city of Austin.

• Realpage

Team Goodnight has made sure that an

• Schindler Elevator Corp.

infrastructure of growth is in place for all

• Texas Chutes, LLC

citizens of Austin, from the millennial to the

• Total Trim, LLC

senior that “doesn’t see that ebb and flow
of time” so that the community as a whole
remains intact. Goodnight Ranch will not
end up a ghost town, that much is certain.

• Towns Land Service
• Tri Star utilities
• Triumph Glass of America
• Value Lighting Inc.
• VFC

No tumbleweeds in sight.
TexasBuilders.org
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Susan Wright
Government Relations
Committee Chair

Builders

P ac k e d the C ap i tol
Committees are in full swing
and the 86th Legislative
Session is in the home stretch.
March 8th was the bill filing
deadline which saw more than
7,500 bills filed in both the
Senate and House. TAB is
monitoring approximately
1,000 of those bills.

14

Texas to attend TAB’s 18th biennial Rally Day to

to reiterate the importance of sharing TAB’s

present a strong presence in front of the Texas

legislative agenda with lawmakers and

Legislature. TAB’s Rally Day gives builders and

their staff.

industry professionals an opportunity to use
their expertise to influence change during

After proudly rallying outside of the grand

personal meetings with Texas lawmakers.

Capitol building, TAB members and homebuilder representatives filled the Capitol

Texas Comptroller and former Houston-area

with a strong presence. TAB members spent

Senator, Glenn Hegar, welcomed the large

the afternoon visiting the state’s top elected

crowd to our beautiful Capitol and shared

officials and all 181 legislative offices. Before

information about the status of the state’s

leaving Austin to head back to their home-

economy, with an emphasis on the positive

towns, TAB members ended the day with a

TAB Rally Day

impact new home construction has on

legislative reception at the historic Driskill

Almost 1,000 homebuilders, remodelers, devel-

the financial and economic well-being of

Hotel (photos on page 21). At the well-

opers, associates, and other industry profes-

the state. Following Comptroller Hegar’s

attended reception, dozens of lawmak-

sionals crowded the front steps of the Texas

encouraging keynote speech, TAB President

ers and their staff visited with their TAB

State Capitol on March 20th. These passionate

Robert Wood and TAB Executive Director

member-constituents in a personal and

industry professionals traveled from across

Scott Norman also addressed the audience

friendly environment.

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019
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members were provided with thorough

workforce. Continue reading for an outline

talking points to assist them in their meet-

of some of the policy topics discussed in

ings with lawmakers. Additionally, TAB mem-

these Rally Day meetings.

bers provided accurate and current statistics
about the homebuilding industry in Texas. In
order to maintain a healthy and prosperous
industry, as proven in the “Builder Facts”
box, the industry must prevent burdensome regulations and unreasonable fees
being placed on the industry, while also

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?
Construction of a single-family home
creates one permanent and three
temporary jobs per year.
– NAHB Housing Policy Department

increasing efforts to grow an available skilled

For every $1,000 increase in the cost of a
$150,000 to $190,000 entry-level priced
home in Texas, approximately 22,000
households are priced out of the market.
– Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University

The impact of Rally Day on the homebuilding industry’s influence at the Capitol is
invaluable. Our membership coming to
Austin from all over the state to meet with
lawmakers to deliver our pro-housing message has a very positive impact on the
outcome of the legislative session in terms
of TAB’s ability to support or defend against
bills that affect housing affordability and
the future housing needs of Texans. TAB
TexasBuilders.org
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TA B's L E G I S L AT I V E P R I O R I T I E S
Reduce and Prevent
Burdensome Regulations

as safe for installation per consensus- based

Texas State Board of Plumbing

building codes and that the installation

Examiners Sunset Process.

While market forces affect affordability, the

of these products adhere to nationally

Support the recommendations of the Texas

opportunity for Texans to realize the dream of

adopted codes and standards for construc-

Sunset Commission, which include transfer-

homeownership is also significantly depen-

tion. These activities create monopolies,

ring Board of Plumbing duties to the Texas

dent upon the actions of governmental

increase the cost of construction and ulti-

Department of Licensing and Regulation. In

regulations and fees. Per a study by the

mately price thousands of Texans out of

addition, make the International Plumbing

National Association of Home Builders, regu-

the housing market.

Code the sole state plumbing code of Texas.

lations imposed by government at all levels

Support – HB 2439 by Phelan/SB 1266 by

Support – SB 621 by Nichols/HB 1670 by

account for 25 percent of the final price of a

Buckingham.

Lambert and SB 1106 by Buckingham/HB 3622
by Paddie.

new single-family home built for sale. One
can see the harm that burdensome and

Municipal Building Permit Fee Calculations.

unnecessary regulations have on the housing

The Texas Constitution requires that regu-

Support efforts to provide for consistent

industry when you compound that with the

latory fees assessed by a municipality be

and judicious review of development permits.

fact that, according to the Real Estate Center

proportional to the operating costs of the

Addressing delaying tactics by certain

at Texas A&M University, for every $1,000

program for which the fee is charged. Fees

local governments that block or restrict

increase in the cost of an average-priced

that raise more than what it costs to run the

the approval of development applications

home, roughly 22,000 of Texas households

program associated with the regulation are

will help keep Texas’ residential development

are priced out of the market.

an unauthorized occupations tax. Support

industry thriving and healthy.

legislation to ensure that municipal build-

Support – HB 3167 by Oliverson/SB 2370

Prohibit cities from using building codes or

ing permit fees are calculated in a matter

by Hughes.

other local ordinance powers to mandate

consistent with the Texas Constitution,

the use of certain products in construction

including legislation to end the practice of

Tax Reform

and result in the direct or indirect prohibi-

using construction valuations as the basis

Reducing the property tax burden on residen-

tion of other code approved products.

for calculations of municipal building permit

tial and business taxpayers and taking steps

Cities should not be in the business of pick-

and inspection fees.

to improve the property appraisal system

ing winners and losers in the competitive

Support – HB 852 by Holland/SB 855

would give homebuyers of all ages more

market if the products have been approved

by Fallon.

purchasing power in the communities of their
choice and help to increase the availability
of housing and employment opportunities
that are greatly needed in our growing state.
The legislature should act to provide meaningful property tax and appraisal process
relief while protecting the ability of special
purpose districts (MUDs, etc.) to continue to
fund infrastructure going forward.
Support – HB 2 by Burrows/SB 2 by
Bettencourt.

DID YOU KNOW?
The 2017 median annual wage of
homebuilding industry workers in
Texas was $38,890; the U.S. median
annual wage average was $36,620.
– U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
16
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With sky-rocketing property tax burdens on

and, most-importantly, future homebuyers.

opposed to any efforts to expand the sales

property owners, the current application of

Support – HB 163 by Canales, HB 614 by

tax base to include additional taxes on new or

the agriculture exemption rollback (or claw-

Murphy/SB 894 by Creighton, HB 794 by Phil

existing home construction, repair or remod-

back) tax has resulted in an ever-increasing

King, HB 1213 by Hefner, HB 1743 by Tracy King,

eling, which could negatively affect housing

barrier to our industry to develop and build

HB 3358/HJR 107 by Sanford, etc.

affordability. Oppose legislative efforts to tax

neighborhoods for our fast-growing state.

the repair or remodeling of existing residential

The legislature should pass bills to reduce the

While our industry supports the various pro-

structures or expand the sales tax to labor on

burden of the agriculture exemption rollback

posals to lower the property tax burden on

new residential construction.

tax on land-owners, builders, developers

homeowners and businesses, we are strongly

Oppose – HB 2915 by Drew Springer.

TexasBuilders.org
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Building Codes Work

Support – SB 7 by Creighton, SB 8 by Perry,

regulations that interfere with the

After Hurricane Rita, the Texas Windstorm

SJR 28 by Perry, SB 396 by Perry, SB 397 by Perry,

employee-employer relationship and the

Insurance Association (TWIA) found that the

SB 695 by Creighton, HB 13/HB 478 by Phelan,

economic policies that have made Texas

newer, up-to-date building codes helped pre-

HB 1010 by Paul, HJR 4/HJR 81 by Phelan/SJR 51

the best state in which to do business.

vent property damage and that homes built

by Hinojosa
Texas cities have been increasingly pressured

to the current codes at the time resulted in far
fewer claims. In the aftermath of Hurricane

Protect disaster victims from scam artists.

to pass local employment regulations that

Ike, FEMA stated that, “Ike provided evidence

Texas law currently prohibits certain

expand their regulatory scope and put gov-

that modern building and floodplain codes

contractors in disaster areas from taking

ernment between private employers and

work when well-enforced.” The report also

up-front money unless they have held a

their employees. This inconsistent patch-

found that “modern homes built to the 130

physical business address in the county

work of regulations hurts Texas’ economic

mph standard of the International Residential

or adjacent county for at least one year.

competitiveness and cities’ ability to attract

Code were still standing the morning after.”

Unfortunately, when disaster hits, we all

jobs by making it difficult for employers to

Despite the massive damage from Hurricane

too often see con-artists, who generally

do business in multiple jurisdictions.

Harvey, preliminary reports from FEMA again

are not even contractors, descend upon

Support – SB 15 by Creighton/ HB 1654

show that the newer homes built to the latest

ravaged communities and take advan-

by Goldman.

codes withstood Harvey’s high winds and

tage of those in desperate need of help.

flood waters well.

This includes pressure tactics for upfront
payments that result in no work and the

Texas is the 8th fastest-growing state
in the U.S. In 2018, Texas increased its
population 1.3% or by 379,128 residents.
– Texas State Demographer

Adequately fund flooding infrastructure.

scammers never to be seen again. Support

With flooding a large component of the

legislation to enhance current penalties

damage from Harvey, it is incumbent upon

against disaster remediators, who travel

cities and counties to smartly enforce their

outside their normal business area and

current broad powers to regulate devel-

violate state law prohibiting certain up-front

opment in the floodplain. Support efforts

payments by creating criminal penalties for

Enhance Career and Technical Education

to spend a portion of the Rainy Day Fund

those violators.

& Workforce Training.

balance for recovery and infrastructure

Support – SB 985 by Kolkhorst / HB 2856

In order to supply the quality of homes fam-

upgrades in areas affected by Hurricane

by Morrison.

ilies want at an affordable price and in the
neighborhoods of their choice, the residen-

Harvey. Support separate efforts to create

tial construction industry needs access to

local flood infrastructure products. Ensure

Government Involvement In
Private Employment Policies

that members of the builder and developer

Keep local governments from dictat-

Please support the following bills that will

community are represented in the regional

ing private employment policies and

help more Texans get trained for the jobs

planning and funding process.

creating a patchwork of burdensome

available in the Texas construction industry.

a statewide fund to assist in the funding of

18
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a trained, educated and reliable workforce.

Government Relations

BY THE

NUMBERS
LOCAL IMPACT OF HOME BUILDING:
Estimated one-year local impact of building
100 single-family homes in a typical Texas
metro area:
28.7 million in local income

$

3.6 million in taxes & other revenue for local gov'ts

$

394 local jobs

Texas State Technical College’s (TSTC) increase

Protect Infrastructure Tools Necessary
to Meet Growing Housing Needs

in formula funding, SB 774 by Creighton, SB

Protecting the Municipal Utility District

794 by Alvarado, HCR 13 by White, HB3 by

(MUD) process and allowing for fair and

Huberty, SB 4 by Taylor, HB 66 by Romero,

effective negotiation between develop-

HB 341 by Cortez, HB 580 by Thierry, HB 696

ers and Certificates of Convenience and

by Blanco, and HB 966 by Dutton/SB 685 by

Necessity (CCN) holders are paramount to

723,058 Jobs in Texas
(with an average wage of $40K per year)

Alvarado, HB 3450 by Ken King, etc.

providing Texas a smooth and uninterrupted

$67.5 Billion in economic activity
(Labor/Wages/COGS)

Mechanic’s Lien System Overhaul

Support – SB 1 by Nelson/HB 1 by Zerwas –

STATE
ECONOMIC IMPACT:
• 6 3% – of homebuilders
experienced a labor shortage
in 2017, up from 56% in 2016
and 52% in 2015

?

64.2%

61.3%

HOMEOWNERSHIP:
•  61.3% – of Texans own
their homes, slightly below
the national average of 64.2%
•  43rd – Texas’ rank in
homeownership (62.9%)

residential development process.
Oppose a massive overhaul of the

Oppose measures that will have the

mechanic’s lien system.

unintended consequence of limiting

Oppose a massive overhaul of the mechanic’s

the ability of Municipal Utility Districts

lien system, which would be significantly det-

(MUDs) to cost-effectively finance

rimental to the construction and real estate

needed infrastructure.

market as a whole, and support a streamlining

MUDs are good for Texas. Unlike other local

of the current system to cure redundancies and

government entities such as cities and

ambiguities. The current lien system—despite

counties, MUDs serve a limited purpose—

its convoluted structure—dependably works

the construction, finance and maintenance

for owners, lenders, contractors, subcontrac-

of public utility infrastructure. Also unlike

tors, suppliers, and title companies; projects

other local government entities, a MUD’s

are regularly completed, workers are consis-

ad valorem tax receipts are used to finance

tently paid, and lien claims are remedied on

and maintain that utility’s infrastructure,

a regular basis. While there is certainly room

with the overwhelming majority of the

for simplification, given the importance of real

MUD’s tax rate dedicated to debt service

estate to the state’s economy, TAB urges the

rather than operations. Finally, MUD tax

legislature to be mindful of both the intended

rates go down, rather than up, as the bonds

and potentially unintended consequences of

required to reimburse the developer are

any dramatic overhaul of the state’s lien laws.

paid off over time.

Support – HB 3498 by Burrows.

TexasBuilders.org
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Defend Multifamily &
Tax Credit Development

HB 2943 by Button, HB 2993 by Geren/SB 1830

We support initiatives that remove bur-

by AlvarAdo, HB 4370 by Eric Johnson.

SUPPORT – HB 416 by Guerra, HB 1973 and

Important Capitol links

densome obstacles in an effort to streamline the application and building process

Support efforts to expand the use and

for multifamily tax credit development.

viability of Land Bank Programs and other

In order to develop quality housing for all

tax credit/affordable housing programs.

Texans and in all areas of Texas, wherever

SUPPORT – SB 1115 by Lucio/HB 834 by

housing is most needed, Texas needs a

Hernandez, SB 1116 by Lucio, SB 1117 by Lucio,

balanced approach to fair housing devel-

SB 1118 by Lucio, SB 1129 by West, HB 2646

opment. Support the removal of the local

by Gutierrez.

Track Bills
https://capitol.texas.gov

support letters required for points in the
Qualified Action Plan (QAP) application
through the Texas Department of Housing
and Community Affairs (TDHCA). Provide
better clarity, certainty and guidance on
the property tax appraisal process for
LIHTC developments, specifically regarding the appraisal districts’ valuation of
LIHTC properties.
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Susan Wright is the volunteer Government
Relations Committee chair. She is the owner
of Susan Wright & Associates, a real estate
development and community association
consulting firm.

Watch Testimonies:
HOUSE
https://house.texas.gov/video-audio
SENATE
https://senate.texas.gov/av-live.php

Government Relations

HOMEPAC Legislative Reception
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Speaking Out

something a rural district like mine was in

Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University,

dire need of having.

every $1,000 in the increased cost of a home
prices out of the housing market 22,358

Do you believe your previous experiences

working individuals such as teachers, police

working in public service prepared

officers and fire fighters. Texas statutes

you to serve in the Texas House of

use national model codes as a basis in

Representatives?

building and construction. Texas is a free
market state and the market should drive

It absolutely did prepare me. In part due to

product selection, not these discriminatory

institutional knowledge but also because of

ordinances.

the preexisting relationships I already had
established from years ago.

Dade Phelan, District 21
Texas State Representative

Your district, House District 21, was one
of the areas that was most affected by

Do you believe your career in the

flooding during Hurricane Harvey. How

housing industry has helped you bring

do you plan to improve disaster recovery

a different perspective to the table in

efforts in your district?

the Texas legislature?
My upmost priority this session is House Bill

The current 86th Legislative Session is your
third Legislative Session serving in the

We are a four th generation land

478. This bill would appropriate $3.26 billion

Texas House of Representatives. What

development firm and we have experience

from the Economic Stabilization Fund to

changes have you noticed in terms of

in the multifamily and single family

provide regional flood planning, mitigation,

the political climate between the current

spaces. It is a profession, which provides

and infrastructure projects across the state

session and the previous ones you’ve

experience in a vast array of issues before

of Texas. The Flood Infrastructure Fund

been a part of?

the legislature: taxes, appraisals, permits,

(FIF) will make available loans at or below

labor, insurance, imminent domain, etc. I

market rate to assist in basic flood project

There has been a laser focus on school

find myself continually drawing upon my

preparation, allow for an extensive grant

finance and property tax reform from the

“real job” which is the advantage of having

and application process at all levels of

governor and both chambers. Also, the

a citizen legislature.

government and support the engineering
of structural or nonstructural flood

voters spoke loud and clear last November
- there were many “kitchen table” issues the

What major issues do you believe are

mitigation. The fund will be administered

Republican majority was not addressing.

facing the housing industry in Texas?

and applications approved by the Texas

My fellow Republicans and I need to be

How do you plan to help fix these issues

Water Development Board (TWDB).

cognizant of that message.

as a legislator?
The FIF will also offer grants to provide

22

With a successful career in real estate

One major problem facing the housing

the necessary matching funds for local

development in Texas, what made you

industry is runaway building ordinances. My

subdivisions to participate in various

decide to run for public office?

House Bill 2439 will eliminate the ability of a

federal funding programs. After many major

governmental entity to enact vendor driven

flooding events, there are federal monies

I had previously served as a staffer in the

building ordinances. The bill prohibits an

appropriated to the state for mitigation

Texas House, U.S. House and Texas Senate.

entity from discriminating against products

projects and Community Development

When my predecessor, Alan Ritter, decided

that meet or exceed national model codes.

Block Grants. However, when counties and

to not seek reelection, I felt like I was better

These vendor driven code requirements

cities are required to provide between 10

positioned to serve Southeast Texas than

drive up the cost of construction, eliminate

percent and 35 percent of a project's total

anyone else in my community. I could

affordable housing and add unnecessary

cost, most are left without an opportunity

make an instant impact in the Legislature –

costs to small businesses. According to the

to participate. The cycle then continues of

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019

Speaking Out

little to no progress on flood mitigation.

It is the committee with the widest authority

I would like to spend the entire session

Under the FIF, projects will be eligible

with regards to subject matter. The primary

engaged in free and open dialogue on the

for funding predicated upon the TWDB

charges to the committee are the operation

issues that matter to all Texans.

determining all local entities in the region

and regulation of electric utilities, pipelines,

have fully cooperated and substantially

telecommunications, cyber-security, public

Is there anything else you’d like to share

participated in the process of developing

lands and state buildings and numerous

with the readers of Texas Builder?

the projects; have held public meetings to

state agencies. The committee also will hear

accept comments from interested parties

legislation pertaining to ethics, candidates

I appreciate the Texas Association of Builders

and the projects have been completely

for office, government transparency and

and their continued advocacy at the Texas

engineered and scored against one another.

various social issues.

Capitol. I consider you all a tremendous
resource and look forward to a successful

Congratulations on being appointed as

What do you hope to accomplish as

chairman to the House Committee on

chairman of the House Committee on State

State Affairs. Can you please describe to

Affairs during the 86th Legislative Session?

86th Legislative Session.

our readers what the responsibilities of
this committee are?

Biography
Dade Phelan,
District 21
Texas State Representative
Chairman Dade Phelan was born and raised
in Southeast Texas. His fourth generation
commercial real estate development firm
owns and manages retail, industrial and
office property in Texas and Arkansas.
He received his bachelor’s degree in
government and business from The
University of Texas at Austin.
Phelan currently serves as chair of the
House Committee on State Affairs. He
has previously served on the Natural
Resources Committee as vice-chair,
Calendars Committee, Appropriations
Committee, Elections Committee and
on the Select Committee on Ports,
Innovation and Infrastructure.

Representative Phelan is one of three
house members appointed to the State
Water Infrastructure Fund for Texas
Advisory Committee. The panel oversees
the operation, function and structure of
the state water fund and assists the Texas
Water Development Board in achieving its
goal of providing $27 billion in state water
plan projects over the next 50 years.
Capitol Inside Magazine named Phelan
one of the most outstanding freshmen in
2015 and in 2017 honored him again as
the Most Valuable Sophomore member
of the Legislature. Phelan has been
named Legislative Champion by the Boys
and Girls Club of Texas, Legislator of the
Year by the Texas Apartment Association,
Guardian of Small Business by the
National Federation of Independent
Business, Most Valuable Legislator by the
Texas Association of Community Schools
and a Fighter for Free Enterprise by the
Texas Association of Business.

The American Council of Young Political
Leaders selected Representative Phelan
as one of seven United States foreign
delegates to China and Taiwan. He
traveled to Asia for diplomatic exchanges
with China and Taiwan’s next generation
of political leaders.
Mr. Phelan is two time governor appointee
to and former president of the Lower
Neches Valley Authority. His board of
director service includes the Texas Lyceum,
Southeast Texas CASA, Golden Triangle
Coastal Conservation Association, The
Jefferson Theater, St. Anne Catholic Church
and secretary of Catholic Charities of
Southeast Texas.
His wife, Kim, is a solo practitioner attorney
and together they have four sons: Ford,
Mack, Hank and Luke.
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Legal Opinion

Walt Keaveny
Risk Manager, MS, PE, PG
2-10 Home Buyers Warranty

Homebuilding:

What Could Possibly Go Wrong?
Walt Keaveny, Risk Manager, MS, PE, PG

T

he building code of Hammurabi, King of the Babylonian
Empire, is the earliest known building code, written
in 2200 B.C. The code assessed penalties if a building
was not properly constructed. An especially onerous
code provision specified that, “If a builder builds a house and
does not make its construction firm and the house collapses
and causes the death of the owner, that builder shall be put to
death.” Further, “If it causes the death of the son of the owner,
then the son of the builder shall be put to death.” Today, home
builders don’t risk death, but they certainly risk expensive claims
and construction defect litigation. The lawyers, the cost, and the
damage to business and reputation may make some builders
feel that the death penalty in ancient times may have been more
palatable. Why then, after thousands of years of homebuilding,
are there still problems? Let’s explore what could go wrong.

Similar to ancient times, homes are still mostly built by hand.
They are also still built on land with highly variable conditions
including grades, soils and groundwater. This is in strict contrast to
building cars, which are largely assembled by robotics on carefully
monitored assembly lines. Builders are challenged to achieve high
quality construction with low risk of problems. Builders must not
only be skilled craftsmen, but also excellent project managers
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with intimate knowledge of applicable construction codes and
standards. Unfortunately, despite builders’ best efforts, unforeseen
problems can occur.
Home construction is very complex and multi-faceted. The whole
process starts with a geotechnical engineer exploring subsurface
conditions, and a civil engineer and surveyor to plan and lay out
site improvements. Then an architect designs the home, and finally
a structural engineer configures the foundation and framing. Once
the design is completed, according to the National Association of
Home Builders (NAHB), a builder constructs the average home by
coordinating the work of 22 subcontractors. These subcontractors
and various suppliers represent over 250 people that work on
the job site in the three to six month course of building a home.
Surprisingly, well over 100,000 parts and materials are used to
build an average home. A single error or omission by any of the
design team or workers, or a defective part or material can and
often does cause problems.
Builders and homebuyers alike often wonder why building department
inspectors don’t catch all the problems. A primary reason is that
inspectors are generally focused on life safety issues, such as electric
shock, fire prevention and natural gas hazards. But it is important to

Legal Opinion

note, “a house can pass all code requirements and still have latent
defects that are subject to liability under implied warranties1.”
Implied warranties for new homes are recognized by courts in
all 50 states. For the homeowner’s and builder’s protection, it
is important to disclaim the implied warranty, interpreted by
the courts, with a written limited express warranty. “An express
warranty is the builder’s or remodeler’s (warrantor’s) written or oral
promise that is expressly made to the homebuyer or homeowner
that the work will meet certain standards and, if it does not, that
warrantor will stand behind the work by making repairs or by
replacing defective components2.” The warranty standards are
referred to as performance standards. There is a key difference
between building standards and performance standards. Building
standards, typically building codes, specify how to build a home.
Performance standards specify how the performance of a home
will be judged during applicable workmanship, systems and
structural warranty terms.
Finally, an express warranty should mandate legal binding arbitration,
recognized in all 50 states, by which any disputes between builders
and homebuyers may be resolved. Arbitration, in accordance with
the Federal Arbitration Act, “provides a mechanism for resolving
disputes without the expense and delay that generally occur in
a lawsuit 2.” Arbitration proceedings conducted in the home are
almost always preferred over litigation conducted in a courtroom.
Since homes are still hand-made by hundreds of workers using
many thousands of parts and materials, on lots with a wide variety
of conditions, unforeseen problems can and will occur. These days,
builders need not fear risk of punishment by death, but rather
liability for expensive claims and all-too-common construction
defect litigation. Builders can help manage their risk by providing
a comprehensive new home warranty for the benefit of both the
builder and the homebuyer.
1

Warranties for Builders and Remodelers (2nd Edit.), D. S. Jaffe, David Crump,

and F. K. Watson, BuilderBooks a service of the NAHB, 2007.
2

Ibid.

Mr. Keaveny is the risk manager and principal engineer for 2-10 Home Buyers
Warranty. He earned a bachelor’s degree in geological engineering and a
master's in geotechnical engineering. He is licensed as both a professional
engineer and a professional geoscientist, and has over 30 years of diverse
engineering experience. He serves on the Construction Performance Standards
Task Force for the Texas Association of Builders, and is an invited speaker and
author whose musings can be seen at http://www.2-10.com/walts-corner-l/.
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Tiffany Acree

Erin Wright

Sunbelt Builders Show™
Committee Co-Chair

Sunbelt Builders Show™
Committee Co-Chair

Join us at the 2019 Sunbelt Builders Show™
It is Personal!

Tiffany Acree & Erin Wright, Sunbelt Builders ShowTM Committee Co-Chairs
Canada and Mexico, the attendees feel like it

stronger and find solutions to our everyday

was created for their individual needs.

challenges. At Sunbelt, you can reconnect
with old friends and make new ones.

Sunbelt brings in 200 plus top manufacturers

O

and suppliers to showcase the best new

During the week, in addition to the

products and technologies to thousands

dynamic trade show, we will also produce

ne of our builders recently said,

of the national’s elite builders, remodelers

lively networking events including

“What I love about Sunbelt is that

and developers. The Show floor includes

the FUNdango and Statewide Washers

it is personal and is committed to

quality education and demo sessions for

Tournament, benefitting HOMEPAC, TAB’s

providing meaningful connections

attendees and exhibitors.

political action committee; the Builders’
Bash featuring The Bellamy Brothers, bene-

within the residential construction commu-
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nity of Texas!” The homebuilding industry,

Connecting with your community is

fitting the Texas Builders Foundation; the

by nature, is a relationship driven business.

important in every facet of your life. Make

Star Awards Presentations which after 25

When you are building people’s homes

your summer plans now to spend August

years continues to recognize the best in

you are connecting with them on a very

6-9, 2019 with the residential construction

the industry; and TAB will host its summer

personal level; building trust and confidence.

community at the award-winning Sunbelt

committee and Board of Directors meetings.

Therefore, by the same nature, it is important

Builders Show™, hosted by the Texas

for residential construction professionals

Association of Builders (TAB). Every year,

This year’s keynote presentations include

and their vendors and suppliers to build that

we look forward to bringing the members

Vanilla Ice (a.k.a. Robert Van Winkle), best

same level of personal commitment to each

of the homebuilding community together

known for his ‘90s music and going from

other. Builders and remodelers do business

to create meaningful customer experiences

“Ice, Ice Baby” to becoming a successful real-

with people that they know. The Sunbelt

and relationships. Meeting like-minded

estate entrepreneur and remodeling expert

Builders Show™ is designed to help builders,

people together inspires us, gets our creative

with more than 15 years of hands-on home

remodelers and associated suppliers get to

juices flowing and gives us the opportu-

improvement experience. DIY Network hosts

know each other and grow their businesses

nity to build partnerships. Being among our

The Vanilla Ice Project, where he and his crew

– one by one. And though the Show is the

peers energizes us and gives us a forum in

of contractors renovate and remodel. We

largest in Texas and draws homebuilding

which to be or find industry mentors. We

will also have Larry Haines, Sunconomy

professionals from around the Unites States,

discover new ideas to make our companies

Homes, to visit with us about building his

Texas Association of Builders May/June 2019

On Council

The special room rate for attendees is $249,

Erin Wright: “As a builder, the Sunbelt

including the $20 resort fee. Some of the

Builders Show™ is a great opportunity for

highlights of the resort fee include: the

me to see what’s new and trendy. I always

fitness center and resort pool access, two

seem to find a product I never knew existed

bottles of water, complimentary access to

and fun things I can start using in my own

Paradise Springs for hotel guests, discounted

projects. It’s also fun to see the people I

self-parking, 10 percent off food and

already buy from that I usually don’t get to

first 3D-printed house in Central Texas. This

beverage outlets, 10 percent off Relache

see face-to-face. I never seem to make it to

house will be one of the first in the country

Spa treatments, and 40 percent off the

my local showrooms, so this is a great way

in which the entire structure (walls, floor and

rack rate at Cowboys Golf Club. The hotel

to check everything out at one time and get

ceiling) is 3D-printed.

is situated about 10 minutes from the DFW

one-on-one time with the vendors."

Vanilla Ice

International Airport and 30 minutes from
The education and demo lineup include

Dallas/Love Field Airport.

diversified topics such as: capitalizing on new

Tiffany Acree: ”As an associate, I just find
it imperative to support the industry that

business opportunities; tips and insight on the

As your 2019 co-chairs, we are honored

supports your product or service. Sunbelt

property claims process; smart home tech-

to have the opportunity to invite you to

has been a major contributor to the growth

nology; building forensic stories and lessons

make your summer plans now and enjoy a

and success that StrucSure Home Warranty

to learn; making the most of social media;

personal experience with us at the Sunbelt

has had in Texas over the years. When we are

TAB’s Texas Residential Construction Contracts;

Builders Show™. We know from our expe-

working on our yearly budgets, Sunbelt is

the importance of rainscreens; energy effi-

rience that Sunbelt is an excellent oppor-

one of the first items that we include and it is

cient and resilient construction; from seed

tunity for you to grow personally and

instrumental to our business model. If you are

to sustainability: creating better fenestration

professionally. It is a great way for you to

selling to builders or are part of the housing

for the built environment; improved home

stay connected and support your industry,

industry in Texas, you need to participate in

performance through innovative plumbing

therefore supporting yourself.

some form at the Sunbelt Builders Show™. It

design; and innovative building solutions for

is the best money we invest all year long.”

every outdoor living space.
Sunbelt is returning to Grapevine, Texas
and the Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention
Center, where business meets pleasure. As
you know, everything is bigger in Texas and
that undoubtedly includes the Gaylord Texan
which sits on the shores of Lake Grapevine
with 4.5 acres of indoor gardens, 10 restaurants, a seasonal water park and two pools.
A limited number of hotel rooms are available for Sunbelt attendees, exhibitors and
TAB members. Sunbelt registration and the
room reservation block is now open for you
at www.SunbeltBuildersShow.com or you
can call the Gaylord Texan Reservation Line
at (817) 778-1000 and mention the room
block for the Texas Association of Builders
and Sunbelt Builders Show™.
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HOMEPAC

Gene Lantrip
HOMEPAC Trustees Chair

2019 is in Full Swing
Gene Lantrip, HOMEPAC Trustees Chair

W

e are in the home stretch of the 86th Legislative
Session. Your government relations team in Austin

HOMEPAC Key Levels

has been working around the clock to ensure our

Capitol Club: $5,000 annually

Gold Key: $1,000 annually

industry’s interests are protected. They are doing

Diamond Key: $3,000 annually

Silver Star: $500 annually

Platinum Key: $1,500 annually

Lone Star: $250 annually

great work, thanks to your support of HOMEPAC.
I am proud to annouce that last year, 19 local HBAs met or exceeded
their HOMEPAC goal. My challenge to all 27 of our local associations
is to reach 100 percent of their local HBA’s goal in 2019. It is important
for us as an industry to invest in the protection of our industry. Ways

2018 Home Builders Associations that met their HOMEPAC Goal

you can support HOMEPAC are joining our Annual Contribution Key

East Texas Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100%

Club with a starting contribution of $250, attending HOMEPAC and

Greater New Braunfels Home Builders Association  . . . . . 102%

make a contribution to HOMEPAC, supporting the HOMEPAC Live/

Coastal Bend Home Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104%

Silent Auction by either donating items or purchasing them and

Crossroads Builders Association  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112%

participating in your local HBA’s HOMEPAC fundraisers or pin sales.

Permian Basin Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126%

The support for our industry was evident! I am always amazed to

Tyler Area Builders Association  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140%

see how many legislators attend our legislative reception at the

Greater Fort Worth Builders Association  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146%

Driskill; this really speaks to the value they see in our industry.

Texas Panhandle Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149%

Thank you to StrucSure Home Warranty and Texas Home Builders

North Texas Home Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151%

Safety Group for sponsoring the board meeting. The competition

Dallas Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155%

really got heated when we were trying to beat the pros. I did not

Deep East Texas Association of Builders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164%

know that a ping pong ball could fly that fast.

West Texas Home Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169%

I know it’s a couple of months away, but mark your calendar for the 2019
Washers Tournament held during the HOMEPAC FUNdango at Sunbelt
Builders Show™ in Grapevine at the Gaylord Texan on August 6th. This

Greater Houston Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170%
Temple Area Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170%
Hill Country Builders Association  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293%

year’s theme will be a Hawaiian Luau, and we will be giving an award for

Home Builders Association of San Angelo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295%

the best dressed!

El Paso Association of Builders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460%

Gene Lantrip currently serves as the volunteer chair of the HOMEPAC
Board of Trustees. He is the president and CEO of Lantrip’s Custom
Homes in Abilene, Texas.
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Greater Brazos Valley Builders Association  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119%

It was amazing to see so many people at Rally Day on March 20 .
th
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Big Country Home Builders Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 648%

HOMEPAC

Board Meeting

THANK YOU SPONSORS!

Texas Home Builders
s a f e t y

g r o u p

TexasBuilders.org
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HOMEPAC

Board Meeting

30
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HOMEPAC

SPiN Fundraiser

THANK YOU SPiN SPONSORS

Lantrip’s Custom
Homes, Inc.

State Auto
Insurance Companies

StrucSure
Home Warranty

TexasBuilders.org
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Luxury Oasis

of Outdoor Living
Jessica Hovel

T

he outdoor space of a home

Looking out over the green treetops, this

is an oasis for relaxation at the

outdoor space features a pool and spa,

end of a long day, especially

backyard kitchen, a walkup bar, and a game

after one in the Texas heat. When

room and guest house. One would imagine

designing a luxury home, the outdoor

that as a custom builder Troy could build

space should have as much thought put

whatever strikes his fancy, as evidenced by

into its functionality and feel as the home

the beautiful outdoor space and modern

itself. The space should be an overall

craftsman home Troy built for his family.

marriage between the comfort the home

However, when planning homes, Troy has to

emulates on the inside and the hobbies

keep in mind what will appeal to the masses

a homeowner wishes to pursue outside.

as a whole, rather than creating an ostenta-

Troy French understands this relationship

tious “wow factor” just because he can.

w w w . ta f r e n c h . c o m

Local HBA Affiliation:
Greater New Braunfels HBA
Project Location:
New Braunfels, TX
Builder:
TA French Custom Builder

somebody off if it’s a home you’re going

and has seamlessly been designing these
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Best outdoor
living space

luxury backyard oases for a number of

“You have to second guess if someone is

to be showing,” Troy details. For him, it

years, including the Best Outdoor Living

going to think what you’re doing is weird

is a delicate balance between things he

Space, a Star Award winner right in his

or great. It’s okay to step out on a limb,

wants to do and what potential clients

own backyard.

but you have to also be a little conser-

and future buyers would prefer to have in

vative because you don’t want to turn

their homes.
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install the pool, a perfect maximum depth
of 5 ½ feet that hits the shoulders of the
6’3 builder easily.
“Here in Texas there's no doubt about it;
there’s nothing like jumping into a pool
after a hard day’s work or mowing the
lawn. I don’t think you could put a dollar
amount on that.”
One of the amenities Troy wanted to
add to the pool was Polaris pool equipment that has a smart system along with
a Sonos outdoor entertainment audio.
Both features can be operated from a
cell phone. To have the ability to control
The ultimate inspiration for Troy’s backyard

outdoor kitchen is an area that builders

everything from a phone is such a luxury

was the outdoor-focused lifestyle of the

should consider to be a critical compo-

and one of those things, in Troy’s eyes, that

Texas hill country, a focus he has always

nent when building their own homes.

a homeowner doesn’t know they need to
have it until they do.

considered when designing spaces that
embrace those ideals. As a smaller builder,

“Once you build your own home you learn

Troy wanted to ensure his outdoor space

the functionality of what works in a home,

“It’s unbelievable! I’m now thinking ‘how

was a showpiece of the new ideas he

and you can transfer that knowledge to

could I ever go back to getting out of my

curated over several other builds. The final

your clients. I think that’s why our clients

pool to change the radio station? Why

backyard product for his own home was

like working with us so much, especially

would anyone want to do that when I can

a masterpiece that showcases the best of

when it comes to this outdoor space,

do it from my phone?’”

the other backyards he’s done for clients.

because I’ve been able to share my experi-

Not only was he able to design what was

ence with these spaces with them.”

He was so smitten by the possibility that
he could control the features of his whole

functional for backyard living, he created a
space that was elaborate enough to appeal

For instance, one of the first outdoor spaces

backyard from his phone that Troy imple-

to luxury homeowners.

he’d worked on involved recessing a Big

mented that into the other pool features.

Green Egg into the corner of a countertop.

The waterfalls, fountain jets, and hot tub

In becoming a well-respected custom

The original thinking was there would be

can all be controlled from his phone. The

builder, Troy’s budgets have increased

access to plenty of counter space around

hot tub temperature can even be changed

and his concept of luxury has evolved,

the Egg to set up for cooking, but Troy later

from a phone, something Troy considers

not only with clients’ homes, but with his

learned it was a nightmare to clean the

to be the ultimate luxury. There is also

own homes as well. This has allowed him

Egg when it was situated in a corner. “Little

LED lighting in the pool that emits light

the opportunity to put into practice the

things like that we learned after the fact to

patterns and colors that can be selected

ideas he’s accumulated over time. Troy’s

make future outdoor spaces more func-

and changed from an app. All of these

"must-haves" for the space included an

tional. I put my Big Green Egg on the end

luxury amenities are what really make his

outdoor kitchen with a fridge, Coyote gas

so I can still set up a cooking station around

outdoor space a step above the others in

grill, granite countertops and a sink. He

it, but cleaning is a breeze,” Troy explains.

Troy’s opinion.

Big Green Egg grill and an entertainment

Of course, the pièce de résistance is the

The attached spa is a masterpiece in and

system that includes a TV with surround

pool and spa. As hot as it gets in the hill

of itself. In order to seamlessly tie in the

sound audio. Troy believes that the

country, it was a no-brainer for Troy to

detached game room and guesthouse to

also included the increasingly popular
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“Once you build your own home you learn the functionality
of what works in a home, and you can transfer that
knowledge to your clients. I think that’s why our clients
like working with us so much, especially when it comes
to this outdoor space, because I’ve been able to share
my experience with these spaces with them.”

prep in terms of design and elevation to
make sure everything comes out the way
it’s envisioned. Builders in the hill country,
like Troy, have to rely more heavily on excavation of a lot. That was especially true
with Troy’s backyard as each level would
help create the perfect gradual flow from
one backyard element to the next that he
was looking for.

the property, Troy implemented a grading

on the spa. Troy didn’t want the slab to be

Another obstacle Troy constantly kept

system that created an effortless flow

10-feet high, as he wanted a transition to

in mind was that his backyard backs up

from the outdoor kitchen area, to pool,

link the game room and guest house level

to private property that may one day be

to guest house. The pool was dropped

with the main house together and figured

developed. While they currently have a

down to sit a few steps lower from the

a bar would be the perfect way to do

great view of the trees and slow rolling hills

house, and a few steps more brings one

that. To complete the area, Troy installed

now, one day the view may change to face

down to the guest house. This leveling

a firepit as a second congregating focal

neighbors’ homes. Troy had the awareness

created a perfect walk up height to the

point near the game room.

to not fully open the backyard area up to
the current view, as he one day might be

spa, and gave Troy the idea to implement

staring into a neighbor's living room.

a walk up-bar. “It was an epiphany as to

Troy explained, “When we set the slab for

how to get it all to work. Suddenly it just

the pool house, I made sure we set that

came to me that we could make a bar

slab to where it was four steps down from

“We want to capture those views but also

out of it.” That element is the key to what

the main house so there’d be a 42-inch

maintain privacy in case one day these

makes the backyard extra memorable.

difference. And so, just as we set forms

views are no longer there. It's not just

for the main house, I was already thinking

planning for what the conditions are now,

The inspiration for the walk-up bar feature

of how we could make a bar work on the

but also what the conditions may be in the

didn’t have any previous projects from

edge of that pool to tie in the two.”

future,” Troy admitted.

laying out the heights for grading in the

The main challenge any builder faces in

Since winning the Best Outdoor Space

backyard, it hit him that it just made perfect

the Texas Hill Country is working with the

award, Troy and his team have replicated

sense to have a walk-up bar implemented

topography. It takes a lot of planning and

the outdoor kitchen to an extent in some

which to draw. As Troy and his crew were
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hot days can take a tremendous toll on
those expensive countertops, sinks, and
audio systems if they are placed in direct
sunlight. According to Troy, creating
shade is the greatest asset if homeowners
want a luxury outdoor space, “because
even if you build the best one, if you don’t
want to go out and enjoy it, its really not
worth it. In the end, it doesn’t do homeowners any good if they can’t stand to be
in the space.”
Troy does not take for granted the fact
that his experiences with not only his own
custom homes, but his clients’ homes
are what have gotten him and his team
to where they are now. Winning Best
of his clients’ custom homes. Troy can

grill, and even sink for example, he feels

Outdoor Space was hoped for success,

confidently say that he has never built the

he can best advise his homeowners for

but Troy already has his mind working

same house twice. It’s not so much that

the best outdoor space possible.

on what the next one could do to beat it.

he wants each home to be unique, rather

He’s already working on how to overcome

Troy explained that the homes really can’t

I think I’ve developed the best layout for

whatever challenge the next lot’s topog-

be the same as one another because the

an outdoor kitchen with those features

raphy will throw at him and how he can

topography is so different in each case.

because of what I have learned building it

make it work as a "wow-factor" to his

so many different times and ways. I can give

benefit. The kitchen design will remain

“With such drastic changes in topography

them a better experience in their home

the same, assuming the layout allows

from home to home, the lots are different.

because I’ve already tested and lived it, and

for maximum space and utilization. The

Different needs are established on a client

that makes sense to them after I explain my

major change Troy is excited to make

to client basis. The way we have it laid out

reasoning behind every decision.”

with his next personal outdoor space

and the ability to share the knowledge I

is regarding the game and guestroom.

have is because I live in these homes. We

While Troy could think of hours' worth of

As Troy has learned with his previous

do similar projects because they work, the

advice for homeowners looking for their

personal custom homes, he finds things

functionality is excellent, and so we have

own personal oasis, the best piece of

to tweak for future projects and has

multiple homes with similar features.”

advice he could think to impart was to

discovered that his family actually utilizes

make sure there is adequate shade for the

the room a lot more than he originally

Troy and his team are currently working

space. "During the dog days of summer

anticipated. He concedes that he will

on one now where the topography is

where we have 20 to 30 days of 100+

be making it larger the next go around

similar to Troy’s custom backyard. The

degrees, you need to create shade. If not,

and will be adding more storage space.

guesthouse won’t be included, but the

there's another 30 days you won't want to

“With every home, it keeps evolving. Even

homeowners want the bar and fireplace

be outside because you're getting baked

when you think you have hit perfection,

area off the pool, along with a similar

by the sun."

nothing is perfect; it keeps changing.”

outdoor kitchen. That specific outdoor

While this space seems to be pretty close

kitchen is a layout Troy admits gets used

That advice is not just for the benefit of

to perfect, it’s exciting to see where Troy

a lot in his homes. With all of the lessons

the people looking to spend a lot of time

and his team will be able to take the next

Troy has learned over the years in regard

in the outdoor space, but for the surfaces

luxury outdoor oasis.

to the placement of the Big Green Egg,

of the amenities as well. Those incredibly
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Member Profile
Building Relationships
By: Ellie Hansen

John McKinney
Owner
McKinney Homes LLC

Building Relationships
Ellie Hanson

P

ower tools and a blueprint are
important in building a home,
but the real success comes
from the ability to effectively
communicate and enjoy people. The
cliché, communication is key, is true in
that knowing what your client wants in a
home is necessary, but just as necessary is
keeping the client involved throughout the
process of building their new home. This is
where McKinney Homes LLC flourishes.
“We make it a point to contact our clients
at least once a week to keep them involved
in the process. For some, that’s too much
contact and for others it’s not enough. We
want to make sure that no matter what,
they are involved every step of the way,”
said owner John McKinney. “The amount
of communication and the amount of
attention we give each client sets us apart
as a company. We build relationships with
our clients while building their home.”
Since the company’s inception, communication has not only been at the forefront of McKinney’s business model, but
also at the forefront of his life model.
This is largely because of the lessons his
father imparted to him from a young age.
“I attribute a lot of my success to my dad
and what he taught me – nothing about
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homebuilding in particular, but just about
how to be a person of integrity, a person
who does what they say they are going
to do and a person who is really good at
communicating with people.”
John has carried the lessons he learned
from his father with him throughout his
career. In college he took a remodeling
job, predominantly for the paycheck, and
immediately connected to the process
of making something from nothing. His
bachelor's degree in management from
Abilene Christian University taught him
the ins-and-outs of finances and business,
but it was his jobs working for general
contractors after college that really
taught him what it meant to be a builder
– focus on the details. “Being on the job
just helped me understand the processes
and how a home is put together and the
craftsmanship of it. Why you can or cannot
do some things and the reasoning behind
the way those things have to be done. I
learned how to handle the day-to-day
challenges of working on a home.”
In 2012, after working for and learning
from other contractors, John decided to
jump into homebuilding for himself and
started McKinney Homes LLC. John and
his wife Lindsay build and design custom

homes for their clients with the intent to
support them through every step of the
process. “We started out building speculative, small and less expensive homes.
Everything we built at that time was built
to sell. Now, 95 percent of the work is
building and designing custom homes.”
For John, the jump from building on spec
to building custom homes only increased
his affinity for people. “The part of the job
I enjoy the most is creating something
from nothing that is probably going to
be someone’s biggest investment in their
lives and bringing joy to them through
creating that for them.”
John and Lindsay are fully invested in the
customer experience, handling everything
from the design and build to scheduling
for their clients. “Working with people and
meeting new people through this is really
my favorite part about the business.”
On a personal level, John also takes pride
in the relationships formed within the
building industry. His involvement in the
Tyler Area Builders Association, which he
joined in 2012, shortly after his company’s
inception, has only strengthened his bond
to the building community. “The relationships and comradery I’ve built at the

Member Profile

“I attribute a lot of my success to
my dad and what he taught me –
nothing about homebuilding in
particular, but just about how to be
a person of integrity, a person who
does what they say they are going to
do and a person who is really good
at communicating with people."
local level are extremely important. Some
of my closest friends are members here.
Even though we are all competitors, those
friendships are long-lasting. We really
enjoy being around each other.”

generation of homebuilders to follow
his path. “I really want to encourage
the millennials and anyone under 45
to get into the building business. It’s a
wonderful place to be.”

At the state level, John attributes his
enthusiasm for membership to the work
the Texas Association of Builders (TAB)
is doing to advocate on behalf of the
building industry at large. “I’m learning
more about the legislative side of things
and what the association does for us as
a building community to ensure that
housing stays affordable in the state of
Texas.” That advocacy is important to the
industry’s continuing success.

In the continuation of his career, John
hopes that his business’ success will allow
him the freedom to take on projects
that truly interest and excite him. “As the
company has become more successful,
we’ve gotten to be pickier about what
projects we choose. I want to be known
as the company that will take on unique
challenges that others might not.”

During his time as a member of the local
and state builders associations, John
was named Tyler Area Builder of the Year
and was a 2017 TAB Excellence under
45 Award-winner. The builder of the
year award took him by surprise. “I was
extremely honored to get that award from
my peers.”
The TAB Excellence under 45 Award,
although less of a surprise due to the
submission process he underwent, was
an honor for him to receive, and he took
the opportunity to encourage the next

With a desire to conquer the unknown
in the building industry and take on the
new challenges that are presented to
him on the homebuilding front, John
still pinpoints the people as what makes
being a homebuilder so meaningful.
When asked about his favorite experience
in custom homebuilding, John reminisced
about a moment of particular significance
to him. Upon seeing the completed home,
a client started sobbing tears of joy. “That’s
what comes to mind when I think of what
project I’m proudest of. Not because of the
house itself, but because of her reaction to
the house.”

On brand with the lessons from his father
and the apparent priorities of his own life,
John confesses that his favorite room to
design and customize is the kitchen. “The
kitchen and dining areas have become the
heart of the home. Compared to years ago
when we had the old school galley kitchen
and the kitchen was a separate part of
the house that no one ever saw; it’s now
become the place of gathering, the place
where everybody entertains and where
everybody wants to converse to enjoy
company. Plus, I like to eat," John laughs.
Collaborating with people is at the core
of being a custom homebuilder and
enjoying that collaboration is at the core
of being a good custom homebuilder.
McKinney Homes LLC puts people and
their experience at the forefront of
building every one of their homes and,
as a result, is seeing the benefits of being
a company regarded as one of integrity, a company that does what they say
they are going to do and a company
that communicates well with the people
they are building for. Setting aside their
extraordinary homes, with those priorities intact, the legacy of McKinney Homes
LLC can only be one looked upon with
respect and admiration.
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Lonestar Newsmakers
Kiella Homebuilders Vice President Receives National Recognition with
NAHB Young Professionals Award & Professional Builder Forty Under 40
Megan Kiella, vice president of Kiella Homebuilders, won the
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) Young Professionals
Award and was named among the Professional Builder Forty Under
40 class for 2019.
Megan was honored to represent Region D as one of 15 finalists
nationwide for the 2018 Young Professionals of the Year award.
She was chosen as the Region D winner at the 2019 International
Builders' Show® (IBS) in Las Vegas on February 18, 2019. The NAHB
Young Professional awards “acknowledge the winners’ hard work and
successes, performance and dedication, and outstanding potential
as they begin to serve as leaders in the homebuilding industry.”
Professional Builders' Forty Under 40 winners for 2019 were announced
on March 1, 2019 and will be recognized at an awards event at the
Professional Builder’s Under 40 Executive Summit on May 28-29 in San
Francisco, Calif. The 2019 Forty Under 40 class is recognized for their
innovation, leadership, and community involvement among many
other things.

“I am fortunate to have incredible
mentors in our industry that
have instilled a great sense of
pride in me and the work I do as
a builder,” said Kiella. “These two
awards were a reminder that it is
my duty to do the same for the
next generation of builders in our
community. What we do is noble,
and I feel honored to be named
among such inspiring young leaders in the building industry.”
Kiella Homebuilders has been building homes in Central Texas for
over 30 years. In that time, they have played an active role in the
growth and success of the Temple Area Builders Association (TABA),
having held many leadership positions. TABA was founded in 1974
and over those 44 years, Megan is the only president to serve under
the age of 30 and one of three women to have been elected to the
position. Currently, she is chair of TABA’s Young Professionals group
and is active on various event committees.

Donald Carol Faulkner, October 25, 1950 – February 8, 2019
Donald Faulkner,
68, passed away on
February 8, 2019 in
Abilene, Texas. He
was born October
25, 1950 to Kenneth and Sue Faulkner
in Abilene. He graduated from Cooper
High School in 1969 and went on to
graduate from the University of Texas at
Austin in 1973 with a bachelor’s degree
in civil engineering. He married Margie
Matthews on May 25, 1973 and the
couple had three children.
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He worked in the family business,
Faulkner & Sons Construction, before
starting Don Faulkner Construction in
1983. He was an active member of the
Big Country Home Builders Association,
Texas Association of Builders and the
National Association of Home Builders.
He held numerous committee and board
positions throughout his tenure.
Don became a TAB Life Director in
2008. He served on TAB’s executive
committee in 2008 and 2009 and was
heavily involved in Government Relations,

HOMEPAC and became a HOMEPAC
Trustee in 2009. Don was a master chef
and fierce game competitor who loved
spending time with his family hunting or
at the lake.
He is survived by his wife of 45 years,
Margie, and their children Angela (Joe
Roberson), Joel Faulkner, and Michael
Faulkner; siblings: Ronnie (Marilyn),
Gary (Nancy), Gail, and Frank (Krystal);
grandchildren: Tyler, Kyler (Tayler), Riley,
Zackry, and Brennan; along with numerous
nieces and nephews.

Lonestar Newsmakers

Advertorial

GHBA Awarded Local
Community Service Award By HBI
The Greater Houston
Builders Association
(GHBA), was recently
awarded the Home
Builders Institute (HBI)
Local Community Service
Award at the International
Builders' Show® in Las
Vegas, Nevada. HBI is
a national leader for
career training in the
building industry through
certification programs,
pre-apprenticeship training
and job placement services
to prepare students with
the skills and experience
they need for careers in the
building industry.
Retiring HBI CEO John Courson presented the award to GHBA CEO
Casey Watts Morgan. GHBA was honored for its efforts in establishing
the HBI carpentry school in Acres Homes in Houston.
The Local Community Service Award is an annual award presented to
an organization that has made a significant contribution to the local
community in partnership with HBI. The recipient has worked with HBI
students and graduates to fulfill a need in the community to support
and/or resolve a social issue for a group of people or individuals.
"The GHBA is honored to receive this recognition and is excited to
continue our vocational training partnership with HBI," said Morgan.
"The GHBA members have made the commitment to continue
growing a trained building workforce for America."
Each year, HBI trains thousands of individuals in brick masonry,
carpentry, electrical wiring, building construction technology,
heating, ventilation and air conditioning, painting and plumbing.
With skilled instructors, HBI enrolls nearly 8,000 individuals each year
through its programs.
In June of 2018, HBI in partnership with the GHBA and Norbord, an
international producer of wood based panels, officially open the first
construction trades training program in Acres Homes in Houston,
Texas. The HBI Acres Homes Program was the launch of the first 12week training program at no cost to students. The first 14 students
have begun preparing for careers in the construction trades to
address the labor shortage in the industry and help in the continued
rebuilding of Houston post-Hurricane Harvey.
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Congratulations Texas’ NAHB Student Competition Winners!
The annual NAHB Student Competition is one of the highlights of the International
Builders' Show® (IBS). The competition gives students the opportunity to apply
skills learned in the classroom to a real construction company by completing a
management project/proposal. Proposals are submitted to a group of construction
company executives who act as judges. During the convention, students defend their
proposals to the judges in front of an audience.
NAHB's 2019 Student Competition featured 57 teams that competed during IBS in Las
Vegas, Nevada Feb. 18-20. This year's competition included 37 four-year programs, 14
associate programs and six secondary programs.
The Texas Association of Builders is proud to announce the winners from Texas!
Outstanding Student Awards: Jessica Casanova, The University of Texas at
San Antonio; Brendan Gore, Tarleton State University

Four-Year College Programs: Rookie of the Year, Tarleton State University,
Stephenville, Texas

Outstanding Student Chapter Award: 3rd Place, St. Philip’s College, San Antonio
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L-R: TAB President Robert Wood,
EPA Regional Administrator Anne Idsal,
TCEQ Commissioner Emily Lindley

TAB Signs Agreement
Celebrating Partnership with EPA and TCEQ
On Monday, February 11, 2019 the

eager to celebrate our collaborative

assist homebuilders in meeting federal

Texas Association of Builders (TAB),

partnership by once again holding a

and state stormwater requirements.

the Environmental Protection Agency

signing ceremony that renews and

"Protecting and preserving our water

(EPA) and the Texas Commission on

solidifies our partnership to protect

sources is vital to keeping the Texas

Environmental Quality (TCEQ) celebrated

the environment," said Robert Wood,

economy strong," said EPA Regional

a renewed, collaborative partnership

president of the Texas Association of

Administrator Anne Idsal. "EPA is proud

that ensures compliance between the

Builders, and a custom homebuilder and

to renew our partnership with the Texas

homebuilding and development industry

developer from Lubbock, Texas. "Our

Association of Builders to continue

and the federal and state regulatory

past collaboration and this agreement

demonstrating that industries can

agencies. The focus of the partnership

demonstrate that industry, regulatory

grow and thrive while complying with

is to ensure that Texas' builders and

agencies and businesses can work

environmental regulations."

developers continue to work toward

successfully together toward achieving

eliminating stormwater runoff so that

common goals."

there is little to no environmental impact
from their job sites.

Thank you to Wes Wigginton, managing
director of Austin-based Foursquare

On July 31, 2008 the three organizations

Builders LLC, for allowing the signing

signed the first historic agreement

ceremony to be held at the construction

"The Texas Association of Builders is

under which TAB, EPA and TCEQ would

site of a home they are building in the

honored that the EPA and TCEQ were

work together to educate, inform and

Castle Hill area of Austin, Texas.

Texas Association of Builders
Important Dates for 2019
August 6-9 • Summer Committee & Board Meetings
August 7-8 • Sunbelt Builders ShowTM
November 20-22 • Fall Committee & Board Meetings
November 21 • Excellence in Leadership Dinner

Statewide Sponsorships Available,
call (512) 476-6346.

TexasBuilders.org
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The Rio Grande Valley
Home Builders Association
Presents its Annual Awards

2018 BUILDER OF THE YEAR AWARD:
Dream Homes by J&J
Dream Homes by J&J, located in Weslaco, Texas, is owned
and operated by two brothers, Jay and Jorge Gonzalez. The
company has been a long-time member of the RGVBA and is a
loyal participant in the organization’s annual Parade of Homes
fundraiser.

Among the audience enjoying a dinner
of prime rib and grilled chicken breast
with all the trimmings at the Rio Grande
Valley Home Builders Association’s
annual Christmas Party were two
companies—one a builder member
and the other an associate member—
who were singled out for their loyal and
generous support of the RGVBA during
its year-long activities and awarded the
2018 Builder of the Year Award and the
Association Member of the Year Award.

2018 ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD:
EPP Marketing, LLC.
EPP Marketing, owned by Francisco (Paco) Vielma, was
this year’s recipient of the 2018 Associate Member of the
Year Award renamed posthumously as the “Lester Miles
Associate Member of the Year Award” in honor of Lester
Miles, an associate member who exemplified the ideal
associate member thanks to his selfless generosity and kind
attentiveness to the needs of the association.

The Career Education Center’s Biggest Project of All
North Texas Home Builders Association supports small house project
The North Texas Home Builders Association,
for the second year, supported the Wichita
Falls Career Education Center Construction
Department. This year, Career Education
Center construction teacher Scott Little and
his students launched the biggest project of
all: an actual 684 square foot house.
The North Texas Home Builders Association
moved in quickly with its support. The
members contributed $4,200 toward the
project in 2018 and another $5,760 on March
3, 3019. Because this project is so big the
WFISD educators continue to solicit donations
of all sizes.
As planned, the project launched in the 20172018 school year. It began in the architecture
lab with the architecture students under
the direction of teacher Amy Hughes. Her
students turned to the client, construction
teacher Scott Little, for direction on the house
design. He envisioned a small, modern house
with a porch that incorporated windows to
take advantage of scenic views. Later, like a
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typical client, he changed the parameters
slightly, preferring something more traditional
to appeal to more buyers.
Each student contributed a design that was
evaluated by Mr. Little and Mrs. Hughes. Class
designs were narrowed down to three, then to
the final design by junior Donovan Williams.
The 2018 construction students laid the sub-

floor for the house before school let out for the
summer in May of 2018. This year’s students will
complete construction of the house, (wire it,
plumb it and sell it), setting up a two-year cycle
for the CEC’s largest project ever.
“We hope to sell it for what we have in it and
use the proceeds to build something bigger
next time,” said Mr. Little.
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